I agree that we’re having more internet-based applications coming out and the usage rate of web is decreasing. My daily life is a good proving. I have ipad, iphone, one laptop and one desktop computer. Although I have two computers, but the main applications that force me to turn on the computer are photoshop, maya, espresso, xcode, after effects... not any web browser. I use ipad to watch movies and anime series 2~3 hours everyday, and I always use iphone to check my email. However, web is still powerful. Not like mail can be completely replaced by email, books can be replaced by pdf, kindle or ipad. In my opinion, web will not be replaced by anything. First, web is fast enough for everything. From typing, uploading, transferring, downloading, collecting to clicking and viewing. Second, web is super-multi for functions and possibilities. People can create anything on web. Every app can own a web version, but not every webpage can convert to app. Third, web is in one application ----- browser. We don’t have to open one app and another and another. All we need to do is open web browser, and we’re done. That make people’s life much more easier.
Personallly, I’m a 3D web devotee. I believe that one day everything on the web will display in 3D style. I also designed a 3D web model. Also it seems not easy to accomplish. But html 5 already can make a part of 3D web become true. Although only few people have the same idea about the future web, but I deeply believe someday the web will become a 3D virtual world.
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